
 

 

Digital Transformation of FM Knowledge Award 
 

 
Digitally validate and curate project-centric data and documents for digital twin and operations views 
 
HOUSTON, TX, June 5, 2023 – Agile Handover, LLC, the leading information technology company 
specializing in digital transformation solutions, recently presented their 1st Annual Digital 
Transformation of FM Knowledge Award to Mark Philip for Innovations at the Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute’s Janelia Research Campus. 

 
Agile Handover is pleased to announce that Director of Facilities Mark Philip 
has been awarded the first annual Digital Transformation of FM Knowledge 
award for his outstanding contributions to the field of facility management. 
Mark has been recognized for his leadership in defining best practices to 
enable FM personnel to access the knowledge they need quickly and 
efficiently for optimal facility operations. 
 

At Janelia Research Campus, Mark has implemented state-of-the-art building information modeling 
(BIM), computerized maintenance management (CMMS), building automation, and document 
management systems. These systems are kept up to date through a well-defined building information 
management process that ensures seamless curation of information to aid in optimal performance. 
 
Mark has also demonstrated an innovative approach by incorporating Agile Handover technology into 
the FM knowledge management process. In addition to building information management optimization, 
Mark has utilized Agile Handover technology applications to develop impact analyses of issues with 
mechanical and electrical equipment, rapid updating  of and quick access to digital electrical panelboard 
schedules, and detailed room data sheets. 

 
Agile Handover is proud to recognize Mark Philip's achievements and innovations, 
which have set new standards for excellence in facility management. Mark's 
dedication to improving FM knowledge management has helped to enhance the 
performance and efficiency of HHMI's facilities, and his work serves as a model for 
the entire industry. 
 

About Agile Handover 
 
Agile Handover is the leading global information technology company specializing 
in Digital Handover Management. We are technologists, solution consultants, and 
information processing Subject Matter Experts that implement and deploy our 
Digital Transformation solution to support Asset Digitization strategies. Our 

patented Digital Handover Management™ solution provides a system and 
methodology for automating information handover from design, construction, 
commissioning, etc. to Digital Twins and operations and maintenance systems. 


